Introduction
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) tests provide molecular imaging biomarkers that have been expansively studied as promising imaging tools to improve the accuracy in cancer diagnosis and its prognosis assessment [1, 2] . Studies have shown that FISH provided a higher statistical accuracy and discriminatory power than the conventional karyotyping method in cancer detection and diagnosis [3, 4] . Specifically, FISH test is able to discover cryptic abnormalities and identify structural/numerical abnormalities that may be missed by conventional cytogenetic examinations due to a number of advantages of FISH tests that enable to improve the accuracy and/or consistency in cancer diagnosis by targeting the visualization and detection of specific chromosome changes based on different DNA probes. In addition, although both metaphase and interphase based FISH tests can be applied in cancer diagnosis, the interphase cell based FISH imaging and signal analysis is a more efficient and popular detection and diagnostic approach because the culturing of metaphase cells is not required and the number of analyzable interphase cells can be substantially increased. As a result, the interphase FISH tests have been widely investigated and applied to the variety of cancer detection and diagnosis (including breast [5] , cervical [6] , lung [7] , bladder [8] , and blood cancer (leukemia) [9] using a variety of FISH-probed cytologic specimens such as fine needle aspirates, effusion, urine, blood, and bone marrow). Due to the advantages of FISH tests, current American Society of Clinical Oncology/College of American Pathologists and National Cancer Institute guidelines have recommended the incorporation of interphase FISH tests to the diagnostic work-up of breast cancer and leukemia patients [10, 11] .
To conduct FISH tests, the manual FISH signal detection and analysis method is currently routinely performed in the cytogenetic laboratories. Using a fluorescence microscope and switching between different fluorescent signal band-pass filters, a laboratory technician first visually searches for and selects an analyzable interphase cell with "good" morphology in each FISH-probed sample specimen. Then, he/she visually adjusts microscopic objective lens to focus on the FISH-probed signals and count the number of independent FISH-probed signal spots depicted inside the targeted cell. To minimize the FISH signal counting bias, the technician requires to identifying between 100 and 200 analyzable cells and computes a summary index of the FISH signals based on all examined cells. This manual FISH analysis method has a number of disadvantages. First, it may generate substantial interreader variability in disease diagnosis and its prognosis prediction. Up to 24% discordance was reported in previous study [12] . Second, it may introduce the inevitable bias due to the random selection of cells, which reduces the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity in quantifying residual disease in response to therapy, particularly in heterogeneous cases with a high fraction of normal cells in certain local areas [13] . For example, when applying FISH test to assess HER2 status of malignant breast lesions, higher than 20% inaccuracy rate has been reported [10] . Third, it typically takes 30 to 60 minutes for an experienced observer to visually analyze one FISH probed slide [14] , which is quite time-consuming. Therefore, manual FISH analysis severely limits its routine clinical utility [15] .
To overcome the limitations of manual FISH signal analysis methods, developing automated FISH signal analysis systems and methods has been attracting research interests in the last two decades. As a result, several commercialized fluorescent image scanning systems including but not limited to (1) Ikoniscope fast-FISH imaging system (Ikonisys Inc., New Haven, CT), (2) Metafer4 (MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany), (3) Duet system (BioView Ltd, Nes Ziona, Israel), and (4) ScanScope FL (Aperio Inc., Vista, CA, USA) are available and tested by different groups. For example, Netten et al., reported the first automated FISH image analysis system that enables to count FISH signals that are neither split nor stringy in a single spectrum [16] . Since then, several other automated FISH image analysis systems and schemes have been developed and tested [3, [17] [18] [19] . In these schemes, different image processing methods, including the user-defined thresholds [3] , artificial neural networks [17] , the watershed algorithm [19] , and the Isodata algorithm [20] , were used to segment interphase cell nuclei. Despite the reported encouraging results and progress, none of these automated FISH image analysis methods have been routinely used in cytogenetic laboratories due to both the hardware and software limitations (i.e., the existing commercialized FISH image scanning systems are unable to acquire high-resolution FISH images in a fully-automated image scanning mode and the computerized schemes are unable to accurately distinguish and merge splitting and stringy FISH signals).
In our group, we recently designed and implemented a new FISH image scanning system that enables to acquire high-resolution interphase FISH images under a fully-automated multi-spectral image scanning mode [21] . The primary differences between our FISH image scanning system and the existing commercialized systems are as follows. First, our system is a fully-automated image scanning system to acquire several spectral FISH images simultaneously, while many existing systems require multiple scans by switching the optical fluorescent filters. Second, our system aims to acquire high-resolution FISH images under an image scanning mode, while the most existing systems work on acquisition of low-resolution images in a scanning mode and then acquisition of highresolution images in a still image mode. Third, our system uses a multi-spectral imaging approach, while some of the other systems used a hyper-spectral imaging approach (in particular for those aimed to acquire images of multiplex fluorescence in-situ hybridization (M-FISH) images of metaphase chromosomes [22] ). Although our approach has advantages, it also has disadvantages. For example, to acquire high-resolution scanning images, our system should have and maintain high magnification power throughout the image scanning process (e.g., approximately 0.5 m when using 100X magnification power). This limits the optical focal depth of the images. Hence, to acquire the complete FISH signals distributed in a FISH-probed specimen with depth of 4 to 5 m, the specimen slide needs to be scanned in multiple layers, which generates a huge amount of image data to acquire interphase cells and FISH signals distributed in a three-dimension (3-D) space. Visually examining and analyzing such huge amount of 3-D image data is not feasible in clinical practice. To overcome this disadvantage, we investigated in this study how to automatically and effectively search for and select the limited image data that depict analyzable interphase cells by discarding the majority of un-useful or redundant data as well as to convert 3-D image visualization into a more efficient and reliable 2-D image analysis. For this purpose, we developed and tested a computer-aided detection (CAD) scheme to preprocess the automated images acquired using a prototype dual-detector based fluorescence image scanning system by detecting the analyzable interphase cells and mapping the related stack of 3-D image slices into a 2-D projection or fused image. The CAD scheme continued to detect and count FISH-probed chromosome signals. By comparing the automated FISH signal detection result with the independent visual detection result of an experienced observer, we assess the feasibility of our automated method to assist FISH signal analysis under a highresolution image scanning mode.
Materials and method

A new automated FISH image scanning system
Unlike the existing single detector based FISH image scanning systems that are required to scan FISH specimen multiple times by changing the spectrum filters to acquire the multiple spectrum signals, we developed a multi-spectral prototype FISH imaging analysis system that enables to acquire two fluorescent spectrum images containing the interphase nuclei and FISH-probed chromosome signal in two different spectrum simultaneously by two detectors using the optical concept described elsewhere [23] . In brief, this automatic dual-detector based FISH prototyping imaging system was built using a Nikon eclipse 50i microscope as a platform by adding two monotonous digital (CCD) detectors connected with a frame grabber and a motorized scanning stage. Specifically, the microscope contains a 100 W mercury lamp with main emitted wavelengths at 365, 400, 440, 546, and 580 nm, a collector lens to convert the illuminated light beam into the parallel beam, the neutral density filters to minimize the process of quick photobleaching, and the optic components that include objective lens (e.g. 100X objective lens with numerical aperture of 1.25), multiple excitation, emission, and dichroic filters to acquire images of FISH signals distributed in different spectrum. To acquire high quality and resolution images, each CCD detector has 1392 × 1040 pixel array with pixel size of 6.45 × 6.45 m. The average quantum efficiency of the detector reaches 0.8 at spectrum from 400 to 700 nm. Using this dual-detector optical system, the fluorescence emissions of cell nuclei (e.g., in blue color) and single FISH-probe signal (e.g., in green color) from specimen is separated by dichroic filters and acquired by two detectors, respectively. Meanwhile, a motorized scanning stage driven by a high precision stepping motor is able to reaches 1 m resolution in lateral directions and 0.1 m resolution in axial direction.
An image dataset
In this study we selected four Pap-smear specimen slides acquired from four women underwent the cervical cancer screening examinations in the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. Studies have identified that the trisomy of three chromosomes (3, 7, and X) had significant impact in cervical cancer development and prognosis [24] [25] [26] [27] , we applied the following method to process the acquired specimen slides. The interphace cell nuclei were counterstained by Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) containing 0.5 g/ml 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which can be captured in the fluorescent blue color (spectrum). Since we used a dual-detector based FISH image scanning system, an additional fluorochrome in fluorescent green color (spectrum) was applied to probe or dye chromosome X in this study. The fluorochrome emits fluorescent light at a narrow wavelength that can pass the cooperation of specific dichroic filter and barrier filter [28] . Figure 1 describes the typical example of excitation and emission spectrum for a fluorochrome. For this purpose, a centromeric CEP X (DXZ1) spectrum green probe (manufactured by Vysis, Abbott Molecular Inc., Downers Grove, IL) was applied to process the acquired each Pap-smear specimen slide using a standard FISH probing procedure that includes the steps of pretreatment, denature, hybridization, and post-hybridization to produce FISH labeled biomarker slides from the originally acquired specimen of Papsmear examinations [29] . After processing with the designated FISH signal probes, each FISH-probed specimen slide was then automatically scanned using our dual-detector fluorescent image scanning system to acquire two separated sets of image stacks containing the interphase cells in blue spectrum and FISH-probed chromosome X signals in green spectrum simultaneously. A normal cell should include two FISH-probed signal spots, while the cells including only one or more than two FISH signal spots are abnormal cells. Figure 2 shows an example of a normal cell with two chromosomes X (a) and two abnormal cells with one chromosome X (b) and three chromosomes X (c) which are automatically scanned and captured by a monochromatic image detector passing through green spectrum filter.
When using this dual-detector based microscopic FISH image scanning system with a 100X microscopic objective lens to scan a FISH-probed specimen slide, the field depth of each scanned image slice is limited to approximately 0.5 m. Since FISH-probed specimen typically has 4 to 5 m thickness, some FISH signals distributed in the 3-D space may be out of focus in one image scanning. Hence, the FISH-probed specimen slide was scanned in nine contiguous slices (without space gap between two slices), which generates the stacks of nine image slices to record 3-D FISH signal information. The image data of approximately 32GB was produced for scanning each FISH probed specimen slide. In each location (x, y) parallel to the surface of FISH-probed specimen slide, two sets of image stacks (slides) are generated. One set records the interphase cell nuclei and one set images the FISH-probed chromosome X signals.
A computerized scheme
The scanned image data was automated processed by a CAD scheme to detect the volumes of interest (VOIs) that contain the potentially analyzable interphase cells. A sharpest cell image is selected from nine image frames in the blue spectrum and the stack of image slides containing FISH-probed signals is mapped into this selected cell image slide to generate a 2-D projection image. The CAD scheme is then applied to the mapped 2-D projection images to detect FISHprobed signals. For this purpose, our CAD scheme includes the following steps.
1. Generating the combined 2-D projection image. Unlike a FISH-probed chromosome signal that may only be recorded in a few of nine image slices due to its small size, an interphase cell nuclei is much bigger in size and can be recorded in all of image slices with blurring boundary in some slices due to effect of out-focusing. Hence, in the stack of images recording the interphase cells, the CAD scheme is first applied to detect and select one image slice with the sharpest cell boundary to detect potentially analyzable cells. Figure 3 illustrates an example of region of interests (ROIs) containing an interphase cell in blue spectrum (Fig. 3a-i) . After capturing the image stack of nine image slices, CAD scheme was applied to search for the best focused FISH image. Specifically, a digital derivative filter [30] was applied in the x direction of scanned FISH signal images. The focus energy or sharpness index (SI) of the image is computed as: where the size of image I is M × N, and F best represents the sharpest image in the optimal focus. Thus, the image slice with maximum F value in multiple images of one cell was selected. Figure 3j compares the sharpness index computed from 9 scanned image slices as shown in Fig. 3a-i . In this example, CAD selected the seventh image frame (Fig. 3g) as the best focused FISH image that is also consistent with the visual selection. Once a cell candidate is detected and segmented, a classifier based on criteria of region size and circularity [31] is applied to identify or classify whether this candidate represents an analyzable cell or un-analyzable object (i.e., debris or clustered cells). Then, the CAD scheme uses the (x, y) coordinate of the detected cell center and cell boundary in the ROI to define a volume of interest (VOI) in another image stack that records the FISH-probed chromosome signals. All FISH-probed signal spots recorded in the multiple image slices (in z direction) are mapped into cell ROI using a maximum intensity projection (MIP) method that enables to map a stack of 3-D image slices into one 2-D projection image [32] . Figure 4 illustrates an example of region of interests (ROIs) containing FISH signal spots captured in green spectrum in 9 focal planes (Fig. 4a-i) . Due to the limited focusing depth, the two FISH-probed signal spots are distributed in different focus planes. One spot are captured in Fig. 4a -e with different degree of blurring, while another spot appears in Fig. 4f-i . Using the MIP method, these two FISH-probed signal spots were mapped into one 2-D projection image or pre-detected interphase cell as shown in Fig. 4j . As a result, once a cell is detected, two sets of image stacks (with a total of 18 image frames in this experiment) is converted into one 2-D projection image that preserves the cell morphology and all FISH-probed signal spots depicted inside the cell. In summary, Fig. 5 shows the integrated fusion images based on the sharpness index and the MIP method. 2. Image processing using the full-scale contrast stretching and a Gaussian filter. After generating the 2-D projection ROIs containing the analyzable cells and the mapped FISH-probed signal spots, these ROIs can be combined into one 2-D projection image, I(x, y). This image is processed aiming to improve signal-to-noise level of the recorded interphase cell or nuclei and in particular the recorded FISH-probed chromosome signals using two steps. First, the images is converted into a new image, I (x, y), by a full-scale contrast stretching method:
Then, a Gaussian filter is applied on both horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, to further reduce image noise. The processed 2-D FISH image can then be examined or analyzed by either the observers (e.g., the cytogenetic laboratory technicians or cytogeneticists) or our CAD scheme to detect or count the FISH-probed chromosome signal spots. 3. Detecting and segmenting interphase cell nuclei. When using CAD scheme to detect FISH signal spots, the scheme first detects and segments the interphase cell nuclei. Due to the uncontrollable technical issues in the specimen slide preparation including the FISH probing process, the intensity levels of different interphase cell nuclei depicted on the image often have different intensity distributions [33] . Instead of a fixed simple threshold that often cannot segment all analyzable interphase cells, the CAD scheme applies an iterative multiple-threshold approach to detect and segment the varies of analyzable interphase cells depicted on the projected image [2] . After initial segmentation of suspicious interphase cell nuclei, a morphological opening filter with a 5 × 5 square kernel is applied to separate adjacent ("touching" or connected) areas and delete small isolated areas. By analyzing the size, compactness, radial length, circularity of each candidate, the scheme is able to delete the overlapped cells, clusters, and other noisy debris, while preserving the analyzable interphase cells.
4. Detecting and segmenting FISH-probed signal spots. CAD scheme then detects and segments the FISH-probed chromosome signal spots located inside the detected/segmented interphase cell nuclei. For this purpose, a top-hat transform algorithm [16] is applied to detect and segment the FISH-probed signal spots (or biomarkers). The method can be described as:
where f represent the originally acquired FISH-probed signal image, B is a square structure with 7 × 7 window (kernel) size, and • is the morphological opening operator. 5. Counting independent FISH-probed signal spots using a knowledge-based classifier. Due to the characteristics of the centromeric enumeration probe CEPX, most of FISH labeled signals used to target chromosomes X are stringy and splitting as illustrated in Fig. 6 . To avoid automated counting errors, a knowledge-based classifier developed in our previous study [33] is used in the CAD scheme to identify and merge the splitting and stringy FISH spots. In brief, this is a decision-tree type classifier that includes six image features (or nodes) related to the average or relative pixel value (intensity) inside one FISH spot, the size and shape factor of the FISH spot, and the distance between the two nearest neighbor FISH spots in the same fluorescent spectrum. CAD scheme can then count number of FISH-probed signal spots depicted inside each detected/segmented interphase cell.
CAD performance assessment
To make automated FISH image and signal analysis eventually clinically useful, CAD scheme must have a high performance level in accurately counting FISH-probed signal spots and compute the ratio between the normal and/or abnormal cells. To assess CAD performance, we in this study also asked one observer (an experienced cyto-genetic laboratory technician) to visually detect and count the FISH signal spots depicted on all analyzable cells detected by our CAD scheme. The Kappa coefficient for agreement between the automated (CAD) and visual (an observer) detection results was computed as a summary index to assess CAD performance in detecting independent FISH signal spots and classifying between normal and abnormal cells. The experimental and data analysis results are tabulated and compared.
Results
CAD scheme was able to detect 244, 227, 153, and 347 potentially analyzable interphase cells recorded Table 3 The computed Kappa coefficients for agreement between the CAD scheme and the observer in analyzing the four testing cases in the image stacks of four testing specimens, respectively. Around these detected cells in each case, CAD scheme generated the final 2-D projection image by mapping all corresponding FISH-probed signal spots on the image. The 2-D projection images were considered acceptable by both observer and CAD scheme in further detecting and counting FISH-probed signal spots inside the detected and segmented analyzable interphase cells. Figure 7 shows an example of applying the CAD scheme to detect FISH-probed signal spots from a detected/segmented cell in which the original ROI of the cell, the processed cell using the full-scale contrast stretching method and Gaussian filter, as well as the finally detected/segmented cell and the detected/counted FISH-probed signal spots, are demonstrated. Tables 1 and 2 summarize and compare the number of the detected interphase cells that include one, two, or more than two FISH-probed signal spots (representing the number of chromosome X) detected and counted by the CAD scheme and the observer, respectively. Both CAD and observer identified (counted) more abnormal cells (with only one or more than two FISH-probed signal spots) than the normal cells (involving only two FISH-probed signal spots) in cases 1, 2, and 4, which indicate that these are highly suspicious cases. The majority cells were counted as normal in case 3 by both CAD scheme and observer. Although the ratios between the normal and abnormal cells in each case computed by the observer and the CAD scheme are different, the trends of the suspicious level for cervical cancer among these four testing cases are the same from both the observer and the CAD assessment results. Table 3 summarizes and compares the computed Kappa coefficients for agreement between the CAD scheme and the observer in analyzing these four testing cases. The experimental results showed the relatively higher agreements of the computed Kappa coefficients ranging from 0.69 to 1.0.
Discussion
Although the interphase based FISH technology or test has been well recognized as one of the most powerful and reliable molecular imaging biomarkers or diagnostic tools in diagnosing cancer, assessing its prognosis, and determining the optimal treatment strategies, the currently used manual FISH signal detection and analysis using a fluorescent microscope severely limits its clinical utility. For example, random selection of a limited number of cells and tendency of observers towards the selection of cells with good morphology generates the inevitable bias that may not only reduce the diagnostic sensitivity but also make it very difficult to correctly predict disease prognosis and/or detect residual disease in response to the therapy, which requires counting FISH signals depicting on much large number (if not all) of cells depicted on the targeted specimen slides in the heterogeneous cases [13] . In order to improve the application feasibility of FISH tests, a number of automated FISH image scanning systems with either one or more detectors have been developed and tested. However, to adequately acquire visually detectable FISH-probed signal spots, the automated FISH image scanning system generates a huge amount or stack of image data to produce the high-resolution images. Among them only a fraction of image data actually contains the useful information (or analyzable interphase cells). It is also impractical to conduct visual processing or sorting such huge image data in the busy clinical environment. The unique characteristic or contribution of this preliminary study is that we demonstrated the feasibility of developing and applying a CAD scheme to automatically select useful image data and convert (or map) the multiple 3-D image slices into a single 2-D projection image. This process compresses the huge amount of 3-D image data into the limited and manageable 2-D image data by eliminating a large number of un-useful and redundant image data. The study results show that the automated generated 2-D projection images are not only easy to be visually analyzed/interpreted by the observers (e.g., the cyto-geneticists) and can also be further processed by conventional CAD schemes to detect the FISH-probed signals and compute the ratios between the normal and abnormal cells. The experiment results showed that our automated approach (including the integration of a dual-detector based fluorescent image scanning system and CAD scheme) could effectively and efficiently capture FISH signals distributed in different focus planes (or image slices) and automatically detect the numerical changes of FISH-probed chromosome X with high consistency or agreement with visual examinations.
Although only the Pap-smear specimen slides acquired from cervical cancer screening and detection were selected and tested in this preliminary study, the automated FISH image and signal analysis concept and the CAD scheme presented here are not limited to the Pap-smear specimen only. This CAD scheme can also be easily modified to make it applicable to the other automated FISH image and signal analysis tasks for detecting and diagnosing different cancers or genetic disorders using other types of specimens (i.e., fine needle aspirates, effusion, urine, peripheral blood, and bone marrow). However, despite the encouraging results, this is a very preliminary study with several limitations including (1) the small number of testing specimen slides and (2) the dual-channel fluorescent signals (one for interphase cell and one for FISHprobed chromosome X). Hence, the performance and robustness of this CAD-guided automated image mapping and FISH signal detection approach needs to be further tested in the future studies using more large and diverse FISH-probed specimens. If successful, this automated FISH image generation and signal detection/analysis approach could eventually help significantly enhance the clinical utility of FISH tests to assist clinicians improving the efficiency and accuracy of cancer detection/diagnosis and its prognosis assessment.
